Abstract: IToIcs, bends and flanged ends cause corrections to the simple Ialtiee mdcl uwd for the calculation of the resonance frequencies of woodwind instruments. They~n be deseribed as local changes in compliance and incrtanee. Compliance changes are related to the extra volume, but the incrtancc changes arc more difficult to detemine. As an alternative to the well-known modal decomposition, two relatively simple ways for approtilate calculation of the incrtance chmgcs arc prcwntcd.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling a woodwind instrument by a lattice of~linders and cones and determining its resonance frequcnq by calculating its input impedance [1] is insufficiently accurate for practical purposes. Holes, diameter jumps, bends and open ends with \arious flares and flanges rig. 1) perceptively influence the tuning. A ro~vof closed holes can change the tuning 50 cent (3Yo), illustrating the importance of kno~ving the magnitude of the effeels.
Changes in the tube geomet~change compliance and inertance. Compliance changes are directly related to the volume perturbations and easily accounted for, Inetince changes are related to the shape of lhc perturbation and, because of the 3D situation, difficult to establish. For example the inertance change due to a hole is determined by a fraction of its~olume, In a bend the inertance is less than the inertance of a substitution qlinder }vilh lhe same volume. The reactive part of the open+nd radiation impedance, relatd to the end corrwtion, is only known for some simple geometries. The dimensions of most perturbations are small with respeet to the }vavclcngth, allo}$ing to define the effects as due to localized compliance and inertances. Describing the sound field b}-modal decomposition, assuming one main mode and a sum of evanescent modes, is intricate and sometimes gives only approximate results [2, 3, 4] . h the present paper. hvo altcmativc methods arc proposed for the lo~v-fr~ucnq case, or for perturbations small tith respect to the wavelength.
THEORY
The quantity to be determind is the additional inertancc duc to a perturbation in a space where lhc acoustic pressure p is govemd by Vzp = O. For a mo~mcnsionat (2D) geomeq, this inertancc can be found from a conformd transformation, For shapes bounded by a polygon, a Schwam-Christoffel transforrnation offers a straightforward annver \vhere the substitution inertance is obtained from the transformation (as 'conformd moddus'). For some simple situations analytical solutions are possible, othenvise a computer calculation can be used, for example }vith the "Sch\varz-Christoffcl Toolbox" of MA~~.
An approximation for a 3D flo}vcan be obtained by assuming it to consist of an itilnitc set of thin 2D slices parallel to the main flo}v. Since this model neglects flo~v in the cross direction, the inertance thus obtained \vill be too high.
An cwct solution can be obtaind \vith a finite difference method~~}vhere the inner space is filled \vith a 3D grid of uniform spacing for \vhich a w diserctization equation is forrnulatcd. The accuraq is lirnitcd by the number of points which can be handled by the computer.
RESULTS
The effect of a perturbation on the tuning is conveniently expressed as a length correction, }vhich is dependent on the position in the }~ravcpattern in the tube. As an example wc give the length correction AL to be appl icd to a qlindricrd tube Icngth of cross-scctioti area S duc to a closed hole of volume Iti. at a distance LR from the open end, in which an oscillation t$ith a }vavcnumbcr k is present: AL= (q sinz kLR -ECOS2 kLR )t~/S.
(1)
For a smooth perturbation the parameters q and &arc unity and \vc obtain an expression given by Rayleigh [5] . For the shallo;v niche formed by a hole q is still uni~-, but &<1. The determination ofs \vas carried out for a 2D Tduct, and for a qlindcr }vith a cylindrical side hole, for various ratios of the radii of side hole and main tube, b/a. In Fig. 2 Details can be found in [6] . Similar methods can be applied for a toroidal bend. For a pure torus, an exact analytical solution is available allowing to vcri& the procedures. The connection of a torus to a qlinder muses a transitional correction, \vhich also can be studied in the abovcdescribed t~vo\vays [7] .
The FDM can also be used for the determination of the length correction of finite flanges. Since one of the boundaries is at infinity, the value has to be obtained by extrapolation to itilni~. The method \vas used for flat circular flanges, flanges at holes ending in a qlindcr, and for keys hanging above holes, \vhethcr solid or 72, 676487(1982) 4. Kergomard, J. and Garcia, A., J. Sound ilbr. 114(3), 465-479 (1987 for publication in AcustidActa Acustica 7. Nedemeen, C.J., .'Influcncc of a toroidal bend on wind calculations, Ediubuwh, 461466,(1997) 
